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Abstract 

We explore focus fronting in the Bantu languages Basaá and Mmaala (Numaala), with special attention to all-

new sentences. These languages exhibit an unmarked SVO word order (1) and allow for subject and object 

focus fronting as in (2) and (3).  
 (1) a.  mu-daá   a-bí-sɔ̂mb    bí-kaat       [Basaá] 

           1-woman  1.SM-PST2-buy  8-books   

    ‘The woman bough the books.’ 

b.  a-gánd      a    gú-fɔlɛt      gjaŋk          [Mmaala] 

        woman   SM-PST3-sweep  house   

‘The woman swept the house.’ 

(2) a.  mu-daá  njɛ́-n  a-bí-sɔ̂mb    bí-kaat   [Basaá] 

1-woman  1.FOC 1.SM-PST2-buy  8-books   

‘The WOMAN bought the books yesterday.’ 

b.  a-gánd      u     nja  gú-fɔlɛt     gjaŋk     [Mmaala] 

        1.woman  3.SG  NYA PST3-sweep  house 

‘The WOMAN swept the house.’  

(3) a.  bi-kaat  gwɔ́-n  mu-daá  a-bí-sɔ̂mb       [Basaá] 

    8-books  8-FOC  1-woman 1.SM-PST2-buy   

    ‘The woman bought the BOOKS.’ 

  b.  gjank agánd  njá  gú-fɔlɛt            [Mmaala] 

    house woman  NYA PST3-sweep 

    ‘The woman swept the HOUSE.’ 

Focus fronting is also attested in all-new sentences like in (4) whereby what apparently undergoes fronting is 

not the semantic focus itself (whole sentence), but a subpart of it (Fanselow and Lenertová 2011).  
(4)  What’s new?  /what happened           

 a.  mǎn   w-ɛ̂m njɛ́-n  a-nɛ̌d    makeksɛ  jaaní     Subject fronting   [Basaá] 

   1.child  1.my  1-FOC 1.SM-pass 6-exams  1.yesterday 

   ‘MY CHILD PASSED THE EXAMS YESTERDAY.’ 

b. mbua jam ba   nja  gu-ɔn   bujo            Object fronting [Mmaala] 

  dog   my  they  NYA Pst3-kill yesterday 

   ‘They killed my dog yesterday.’ 

The phenomenon in (4) has been reported cross-linguistically (see Sasse 1987; López 2009; Fanselow and 

Lenertová 2011; Bianchi et al 2015, 2016; Cruschina 2019;) and has raised striking debates about the 

relation between syntax and IS. We demonstrate that in (4): (i) focus fronting is associated with mirativity 

and newness (Bianchi et al 2015, 2016; Cruschina 2019). (ii) focus fronting in these contexts challenges 

the traditional information-structural view that partitions the sentence into new-old information. (iii) there 

is no mismatching between syntax and IS. Rather, it follows the above that the sentences in (4) are 

predicative structures whereby the whole sentence focus moves to the focal position of the predicate, 

followed by the raising of the subject of predication into Spec-TP of the main clause. Thus, what looks like 

a fronted subpart of the semantic focus is simply apparent as the raised subject is only linked to an operator 

inside the predicate of the small clause. 
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